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Abstract: This study is a case study on a tin mining company in Indonesia. The core business of this company is Tin Business. Amount of tin ore production is key success factor for this business. Tin ore production system is a fairly complex system, always changing along with the changing times and the environment change either internal or external environment. This system characterized by dynamically. Thus tin ore production system is dynamic system. Referring to that in this study used system dynamic model as a tool to evaluate and develop strategy to improve optimization of tin ore production. Tin ore production systems consist of two types, there are legal mining and illegal mining. Tin ore production systems are affected by some reinforcing systems and some balancing systems. Legal mining production System characterized by limits to growth, while the illegal mining production system characterized by tragedy of common. The main factors affecting the company performance are the tin price and tin resources. Both of these factors are difficult to control by the company. Thus, strategy development for optimizing tin ore production can be performed on other variables that can be controlled by the company. Company performance in the future depend on level of company ability in optimize production. In this study will be built a model using system dynamic method. The target is to finding important factors in the tin ore production system and how relation between the factors, then it’s can be find of strategy formulation to production optimization. With this effort are to sustainability and growth of the company can be assured.
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Tin mining activities in Indonesia has been started since the 18th century (1709) by way of traditional mining as hoe mine (Sujitno: 2007). This study was conducted at one of the companies engaged in the tin business in Indonesia. Tin ore production comes from two sources, from its own mines and from the partners (third party) mines. The company specializes in integrated tin business activity starting from exploration, mining, processing, refining, smelting and marketing of product. Here is the flow diagram of tin business process.

Business issues in the last five years (2008 -2012) among others: the trend of decreasing of the tin ore production, degradation of tin resources, high dependence on supplies of tin ore from partners (third party) mines; and illegal mining activities.

Degradation trend of tin resources caused by discovery of new resources is lower than the total tin ore production. Beside caused by itself mining activity, degradation the amount of tin resources is also triggered by illegal mining activities. Performance of tin ore production will face serious problems if the companies did not succeed to minimize the illegal mining activities.

Figure 1. Flow of Tin Business Process

Figure 2. Off shore Illegal Mining

Figure 3. Inland Illegal Mining activities
Dynamic system of tin ore production is strongly influenced by changes in both of the external and internal environment, that is increasingly complex. It is a challenge for The Company, how companies can adapt to such changes to ensure corporation sustainability and growth. This study is an effort to help the company overcome it.

METHODOLOGIES

Method that become reference in corporate strategy development is System Dynamics, which can be defined as a method that uses the characteristics of the feedback information in a system and use of the model to enhance organizational design or strategy development. Some fundamental elementary bodies in system dynamic are feedback loops, level and rate (Forester, 2001, 5–7). The performance of a system can be represented in the model stock flow diagrams (SFD). The performance of a system is performance feedback or closed loop relationship, which has two generic form of relations feedback loop, namely: reinforcing and balancing” (Atmoko, 2011:37). Feedback loops is the essence of system, without feedback there is no system. (Forrester, 1961:27–32 in Atmoko, 2011).

Conceptual Framework

According to Sushil (1993) in Handoko (2009: B83) methodologies step in the system dynamic consist of 6 steps there are identifications and problem definition system conceptualization, model formulation, simulation and model validation, policy analysis and development, policy implementation. Conceptual framework that used in this study can be seen in the following chart figure 4.

Data Collection Method

The data used for analysis in this study consist of primary data and secondary data. The primary in the form of direct observation data in the field and interviews data (formal and informal), while secondary data in the form of articles, news and company data reports over the last five years (2008-2012) both published and unpublished.
In general, the tin ore production system influenced by the dynamics of growth and balancing system. As for, which it’s included in the growth system are human resources sub system, technology, CSR, exploration and security. While it’s included in the balance system are the limited amount of tin resources, the risk of loss of ore from third parties mine and the limited area of exploration.

It outlines the characteristic of legal mining activity is a-limit to growth, while in the illegal mining activities characterized by the tragedy of common. Thus, generally tin ore production decreased caused by the presence of counter-productive system of growth system and endless tin resources due to increased competition in the production activity between The Company and illegal mining.
To get maximal simulation result then has been conducted validation test to model referred. Validation test is conducted by compare to value of simulation result from some variables that have secondary data with data actual, or called AME (Average Means Error), theoretically model by value AME up to 10% then model are acceptable, (Barlas, 1996 in Atmoko 2011). Here are the results of the model validation test.

Table 1. Data of Validation Test (AME) System Dynamic Model Tin Ore Production

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>New Resources</th>
<th>Resources</th>
<th>HR</th>
<th>Self Production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>0.0461</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>0.0461</td>
<td>0.0074</td>
<td>0.0392</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>0.0461</td>
<td>0.0074</td>
<td>0.0392</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>0.0461</td>
<td>0.0074</td>
<td>0.0392</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>0.0461</td>
<td>0.0074</td>
<td>0.0392</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intervention Test is conducted to know key drivers from dynamics of tin ore production system. Intervention Test is conducted by enhance 10% from value in each causative elementary body this system becomes dynamic. Elementary Variable taken as reference at simulation this is the variable of revenues and profit. In each simulation conducted difference calculation between value of simulation result and the initial value at revenues variable and profit variable. The result of calculation are referred [as] multiplied by predetermined weighting, where revenues difference is given weight 35%, whereas for profit difference given weight 65%. Influence value to profit variable given higher weight is compared to influence value at revenues variable, this is done in order to reduce distortion cost in raising revenue. Following is formula that used to calculate influence value in each variable:

\[ NP = 0.35 \times (Rm-Ra) + 0.65 \times (Pm-Pa) \]

\[ NP : \text{Influence value} \]
\[ Pm : \text{Value profit after intervention} \]
\[ Rm : \text{Value revenue after intervention} \]
\[ Pa : \text{Value profit before intervention} \]
\[ Ra : \text{Value revenue before intervention} \]

Based on the results of intervention test shows that the factors that most affect to the company performance are the price of the metal and the exchange rate of the Rupiah against the U.S Dollar, but both of these factors are beyond the control of the Corporation. The next important factor is the ability of it’s own production, the production capacity of partners, and disruption of illegal mines. The presence of uncontrolled illegal mines are very influence a reduced rate of tin resources (quantity and quality).
Scenario Planning is designed to take two aspects of the key drivers that have been identified. The first aspect is an aspect that has difficulty to be controlled by the company so that uncertainty level is high, while the second aspect is that is easily controlled by the company. As for that entered in first group is variable of tin price and tin resources. Whereas that entered in second group is other variables those included in supporting production system for example: technology, security, self production, partner production, exploration and human resources.

The first group price of tin and tin resources, forming four possible scenarios caused by the two poles of the paradox of both. The second group is used as a strategic synthesis of the key drivers to face every possible scenario or strategy development.

Interventions can be made to the existing loops in the system dynamics of tin ore production, both on loops system that shows the growth (reinforcing loops) and loops system that shows the balance (balancing loops).

Intervention efforts that can be conducted by improve influence value at variables that have positive influence to revenues and profit, and degrade influence value at variables that have influence negative to revenues and company profit.

Following are examples the results of a simulation using dynamic system models with different policies on the percentage of budgets security, exploration budgets and the budget of technological updating. While the price and the exchange rate remains assumed equal to price and exchange rate in 2012.

Conclusion and Recommendation

The model was developed to describe the performance of tin ore production over five years ago and the model can be used to predict the performance of tin ore production for the next five years. This model should always be updated in line with the changes that occur in the tin business. If the company does not make changes to the pattern of production, the company will continue to decline in production. As a result the company’s financial performance will decline.

In order to ensure the sustainability of the company, there are three main sub-systems as the key success of the company to develop tin ore production optimization strategies, there are:

- Optimization of security capabilities, consists of: the minimization of illegal mining activities, the use of technology for improving security, increasing the ability of security personnel
- Maximizing of new tin resources. The steps can be done at, among others: the intensification of exploration activities and additional exploration areas
- Maximizing tin ore production from its own mines. This effort can be done by increasing employee production capabilities, the addition and updating of mining technology, improved partnerships or CSR program, and a total mining.

Success in managing these three factors could ensure it’s survival, while if a failure in the
Figure 11. Tin Production (budgeting: security 0.35%, exploration 1.64% and technology 3%)

Figure 12. Tin Production (budgeting: security 0.7%, exploration 3.28% and technology 4.5%)

Figure 13. Tin Production (budgeting: security 0.7%, exploration 3.28% and technology 6%)

Figure 14. Tin Production (budgeting: security 0.7%, exploration 4.82% and technology 6%)
management of the company can experience of most worst condition that is bankruptcy.
This model can help management to take decision quickly that relied on simulation result of company performance in the future. To get simulation that more detail and more accurate, suggested to make dynamics model particularly at human resources, security, illegal mining activities and partnership mining.
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Figure 15. Tin Production (budgeting: security 1.05%, exploration 3.28% and technology 4.5%)

Figure 16. Tin Production (budgeting: security 1.05%, exploration 3.28% and technology 6%)